
Is that really No Exposure?!
Conditional No Exposure Exemption crash course



Background



States with their own and/or modified No Exposure form



The Goals of No Exposure

1)Keep people in the permit universe and 
mindful of their stormwater discharges

2)Reduce the regulatory burdens on industrial 
facilities and government agencies

3)Provide a strong incentive for facilities to 
eliminate pollutants from their stormwater



General Challenges

• Vague language

• Inconsistency, disputes between inspectors, states, regions

• Historically low priority

• Lack of resources for regular inspections

• Lack of hard data to prove non-compliance

• Program relies heavily on “good house keeping” and BMPs which in 
reality, are hard to enforce or ensure 



Specific Problem Areas

• National, Regional and/or State

• Inspector reports and concerns: reality-check

• From my investigation:

• Rust

• Painted metal vs unpainted metal

• Metals from roofs

• Use of tarps and/or temporary shelters

• Track out



Targeted Inspections

• Useable information about how well the program is working or not working! 

• Sectors of concern

• P,Q,S- Land, Water and Air Transportation: Maintenance, fueling stations

• M- Auto salvage yards

• N- Scrap recycling facilities

• Pollutants of high risk

• High probability of spill

• Toxicity

• Impaired waters 

• Petroleum, metals, PCBs

• Metals that trigger potential exposure

• Proximity to water



Updated FAQs and Guidance



Is it contributing pollutants?

Is the material exposed or 

have the potential to be 

exposed to storm water?



Picture Guides

• Supplementary to FAQs

• Provides real life and unusual 
examples

• Region or State specific with a 
federal base

• EPA Flickr!

• Inspector point of view: If my 
facility were being inspected 
right now, what would be 
scrutinized?



Picture Guide Checklist

• Tarps used properly and improperly

• Track out

• Wind blown material

• Past industrial activities

• Adequately and inadequately maintained 
vehicles

• Loading/unloading under an awning vs 
uncovered

• Particulates/staining from air stacks or 
vents

• Conveyor belts

• Industrial equipment examples from 
different sectors

• Deteriorated drums, barrels, tanks

• Pollutants of concern

• Proper and improper outdoor storage

• Boneyard

• Leaks/spills



Common Problems and Solutions

• What the problem is 

• Why it is a problem

• Numerous possible solutions

1. Storage of materials

2. Transfer of materials and 

liquids

3. Process equipment

Taken from Minnesota CNE:  http://www.pca.state.mn.us/industrialstormwater 



Issue 1: Storage of materials

Shelter problems

One of the most common problems inspectors find is facilities not meeting the definition of a 
storm-resistant shelter. Storm-resistant shelters must be either completely roofed and walled, 
or have a top cover and be built to prevent stormwater from running in and materials from 
getting out of the shelter. Simply having a canopy over an area does not meet the requirements 
of a storm-resistant shelter.

This is especially a problem for materials that can be blown around by wind. Even materials 
sheltered from precipitation can still be deemed exposed if they can be mobilized by wind. 
Common materials that can be blown around by wind are sawdust, baghouse dust and small 
plastic and metal parts.

Dumpster problems

Common at metal fabrication facilities, large roll-off bins used for collecting scrap and other 
waste materials are often without covers or lids. Open or unplugged dumpsters are common at 
all facilities. To qualify for No Exposure, these bins must have a 100% impervious cover or lid 
and be leak proof. If the cover fails for some reason and water gets into the dumpster, the No 
Exposure exclusion will be lost.



Issue 1: Storage of materials

Storage solutions

· Make sure dumpsters are in good condition and not rusty. The cover material must 

be durable, sturdy and not break down in sunlight. Inspect often to check that 

covers do not allow stormwater to enter the dumpster. Maintain dumpsters by 

keeping lids closed, plugging all drain holes and replacing when seams crack or 

holes develop.

· Shelter or enclose stored containers and drums. Remember, even closed containers 

can leak.

· Provide appropriate shelter during loading and unloading.

· Provide appropriate shelter for unused industrial equipment.



Trouble Spots



• Rust- not a pollutant of concern, but may be a sign of deterioration

• Dumpsters and roll off containers- must be covered when not in use, not 
leaking from the bottom

• Fueling and maintenance stations- create a condition of exposure, can have 
spills leaks. If on site it counts as industrial activity. If someone is contracted to do 
it and comes in it is still a “vehicle maintenance activity”.

• Vehicle maintenance: the rehabilitation, mechanical repairing, painting, 
fueling, and/or lubricating of a motor-driven conveyance that transports people 
or freight, such as an automobile, truck, train, or airplane.

• Painted metals- limits exposure, take into account metal and surface area, 
upkeep of paint

• Bone yards- materials accumulated at a facility that may not necessarily be 
related to the industrial process. Is it contributing pollutants?



• Final products not mobilized in storm water- okay to keep uncovered

• Treated lumber- cannot be exposed, tarps are not sufficient cover. The metals and 
chemicals in treated lumber make it a high risk source of pollutants.

• Roof stacks and vents- Washington State looking more closely at these

• Secondary containment

• Metal shipping containers

• Above ground storage tanks (AST)


